ESTs "within range" of RefSeq genes Figure S1 : Scatter plots of the relative abundance of human spliced and unspliced ESTs within the range of both spliced and unspliced RefSeq genes show only a relatively poor correlation.
Additional data
ESTs "within range" of RefSeq genes Figure S3 : ARHGAP26 (Rho GTPase activating protein) is a long proteincoding gene on chromosome 5 in human, stretching over appr. 46kb (blue line with arrows). Between the 20th and 21st exon we find a unspliced EST (uEST) cluster (HG73775) with a length of 2,700 nt (black box). Additional evidence for functional importance is given by ENCODE data. Long RNAseq transcripts antisense to the protein-coding gene have been reported (green bar, white arrows depict the reading direction). Additionally the region upstream of the uEST cluster is classified as transcription start [1] (the tiny red bar enclosed by yellow and green bars below the EST track), assuming the reading direction predicted by RNAseq. There is also an enrichment of the histone modification H3K27Ac around the uEST cluster (the colored transparent overlays near the bottom). This modification is often found near active regulatory elements. 
Unspliced mRNAs
The track "all mrna" was downloaded for Human and Mouse from UCSC genome browser on 15th of November 2013 and 18th of November, respectively. We removed all mRNAs with more than one block, since we were interested in unspliced ones. A large part of the remaining data consisted of rather short mRNAs. One of the shortest mini-protein known is an artificially designed 20-residue construct [2] . Furthermore one can assume that an actual protein needs some additional UTR sequences on the genomic level. Considering these facts it is very unlikely to find many true positive mRNAs with a length shorter than 60 nucleotides. Consequently we remove all mRNAs shorter than this length from our data set, see Tab. S1. overlap RefSeq exons (including annotated unspliced RefSeq genes). We find that 51% (72% in mouse) of the unspliced mRNAs overlap with about 11% (23% in mouse) of the unspliced ESTs, see Fig. S4 . Among these unspliced mRNAs there are several famous transcripts, cf. Tab. S2. MALAT-1, for instance, appears among the loci with the highest coverage of unspliced ESTs. Together with NEAT1, which is located in the same genomic region, it belongs to a class of long nuclear retained transcripts involved in the organization of nuclear speckles [4, 5] , see also [6] and the references therein. Other examples, such as KCNQ1OT1 [7] and PTCSC3 [8] are clearly visible in our data, albeit with moderate coverage. Unspliced ESTs are also reported as parts of known spliced non-coding transcripts, in particular those with very long exons such as XIST [9] . In other cases, such as TUG1 [10] , we observe predominantly unspliced ESTs that cover (nearly) the entire primary transcript, even though the genomic location is annotated by the spliced forms. 
Independent UTR-derived RNAs
Humand and Mouse CAGE data Cell-type specific human data The TSS peaks in 156 primary human cell lines predicted by Ohmiya et al. [11] were downloaded from the FANTOM5 webserver. The unspliced EST cluster and RefSeq genes were the same as in the whole analysis. For the long noncoding RNAs a dataset based on the GENCODE v14 annotation but filtered for a higher reliability by Nitsche et al. [12] .
The analysis was the same for all three data sets. We filtered for elements that overlaped with a predicted TSS on the forward strand in their first 84 nucleotides or a TSS from the reverse strand on their last 84 nt. This number was chosen to be able to compare the results to our first analysis in 2012 [13] .
The number of cell lines for which an element was predicted to be expressed is visualized in Supp. Figure S6 : A)PLA2R1 and downstream region on chromosome 2 in human is an example of a candidate for a new lncRNA. The importance of the unspliced EST (uEST) cluster HG61346 is supported by various evidence. Transcripts antinsense to the neighboring gene PLA2R1 have been detected by long RNAseq (green bars, white arrows depict the reading direction). The uEST overlaps with a region annotated as transcription start site by analysing the chromatin structure (red bar named TSS). In the middle of the uEST cluster there is a siginificant peak of evolutionary conservation visible (blue histogram). B) PLA2R1 and downstream region with lncRNA Gm13880 on chromosome 2 is the homologous region in mouse. In contrast to human there is an antisense and spliced long non-coding RNA annotated downstream of PLA2R1. A small part of its sequence (76nt) can be found in the human genome using BLAT. To know the exact structure of the lncRNA additional investigation, most likely by experimental methods is necessary.
Conserved secondary structure on forward strand
Conserved secondary structure on reverse strand 
Overlap with ENCODE RNA-seq data
We investigated the overlap of the unspliced EST cluster with the published ENCODE RNA-seq data. 96.6% of all human unspliced EST cluster are supported by RNA-seq data, defined as overlapping with at least 10 reads of at least 1 RNA-seq library. In most classes only a small fraction of the cluster is not supported by RNA-seq data. Only the class IGR stands out with 15.4% of unspliced EST cluster without RNA-seq evidence, all numbers can be found in Supp. Tab. S4. Figure S8 : Distribution of the classes in pairs between homologous cluster which are classified in the same class in human and mouse. 1,495 cluster are assigned to "NO CLASS". 
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